
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

____________________________________________________________
with Bertrand Rockamore?

1.

(what business/a detective of his caliber/could/do/?)

What business could a detective of his caliber have to do

But now we _______________ for justice.2. (look)have to look

We ________________________ on race riots or other acts of violence as
a measure of the growth of race friction.
3.

(not/depend)
do not have to depend

We ____________________ our way in.4. (may/shoot)may have to shoot

Now hear what I ______________.5. (say)have to say

____________________________ him, pray?6. (what/you/past/tell/?)What did you have to tell

But I _____________, anyhow.7. (go)have to go

And surely enough, the sun was shining brightly the next morning, and as it
was Saturday the Kinkytails ____________________ to school.
8.

(past/not/go)
didn't have to go

Thousands simply ___________________ away.9. (past/passive/turn)had to be turned

_______________________ for royal stakes?10. (she/past/play/?)Did she have to play

They all loved Aunt Sophia now;
__________________________________?
11.

(what/they/could/conceal/?)what could they have to conceal

But they little knew all they _________________ with.12. (past/contend)had to contend

Aunt Hannah said if I acted queer folks would shun me, and then I
_______________________ so about hiding Royal.
13.

(past/not/worry)didn't have to worry

But ________________________________ with it?14.
(what/ten years/can/do/?)

what can ten years have to do
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The compound is full of retainers, and the kitchen as well, but you
____________________ for them.
15.

(not/pay)don't have to pay

Let it be nearer and nearer to your thought, the farther you
_________________ from it; and rush back to it, when you are free, as that
poor black slave is doing now.

16.

(travel)
have to travel

I ________________________ up some kind of a hope.17. (not/conjure)don't have to conjure

Once I ______________ the stream where it flowed between banks about
three feet high.
18.

(past/pass)
had to pass

Of course, she _________________ appearances.19. (past/keep up)had to keep up

Let's have tea at once-she _______________ a train.20. (catch)has to catch
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